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Today’s Agenda

¤ Level Setting: Routing and DNS

¤ Some Other DNS Threats

¤ Mitigating Threats

¤ DNS of Tomorrow

Please ask questions as we go!
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Tonight’s Lecturer

Regional Technical Engagement Manager

https://www.linkedin.com/in/davidhuberman/

• 23 years in the world of network engineering, with a concentration 

on IP addressing and DNS

• Helped build backbones at Telocity (a DSL provider in the early 

2000s), Global Crossing (a global network spanning 110,000 

route miles of fiber in the early 2000s), Microsoft, and Oracle

• Lives in the Washington, DC area with my wife and daughter

David Huberman

https://www.linkedin.com/in/davidhuberman/
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Level Setting:

Routing and DNS
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MyEtherWallet.com in March 2018
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MyEtherWallet.com

¤ Route hijacking of Amazon Web Services 
DNS server addresses to re-direct DNS 

queries to a nameserver the criminals 
control

¤ DNS servers now give out IP address to a 

fake MyEtherWallet.com website

¤ Users input login credentials into the fake 

site

¤ Attackers steal ~USD21,000,000 of 
cryptocurrency from the real 

MyEtherWallet.com using the harvested 
login credentials
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Two Major Infrastructure Components

¤ (Inter-domain) Routing

¤ DNS
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An Example of Inter-Domain Routing

¤ Mobile Device in Germany

¤ Connects to ISP: Deutsche Telekom

¤ It authenticates [it’s a valid device for a DT subscriber, and is allowed on DT’s network] via the IMEI – International Mobile 

Equipment Identity number.

¤ DT then issues the device a public IP address (or a NAT’d or double NAT’d private IP address)

¡ (And actually, more and more it’s an IPv6 address!)

¤ The user then wants to view the website www.icann.org in the phone’s browser

http://www.icann.org/
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The Packets Begin to Flow

The packets requesting website data leave the phone and:

¤ Go through the cell tower

¤ Go from the cell tower to the internal core network of the ISP

¤ Calculations are made to determine the shortest path from the ISP’s core network to the ISP where the destination is hosted

¡ Deutsche Telekom and www.icann.org are not directly connected

¡ The packets must transit via peer networks to get to the destination

http://www.icann.org/
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The Path From DT to ICANN

Deutsche 
Telekom

NTT Cogent EU Cogent US

WV Fiber Coresite www.icann

.org
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The Path From ICANN to DT

Deutsche 
Telekom

NTT Cogent EU Cogent US

WV Fiber Coresite www.icann

.org
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Routing Decisions

¤ At each stop along the path, routers have to make mathematical determinations:

¡ Where is this packet destined?

¡ What is the shortest path to get there?

¤ To do so, it inspects the packet’s header:

¡ Source IP address

¡ Destination IP address
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Routing Protocols

¤ Routers do calculations and make decisions as part of routing protocols

¤ Routing protocols are what moves packets from a source to a destination

¤ Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is an external system to move packets between networks like DT, NTT, Cogent, WV Fiber, and 

Coresite

¤ Various internal routing protocols (e.g., OSPF or IS-IS) are used to move packets from edge to edge within a single network 
(within DT or within NTT or within Cogent, etc.)
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How did the Browser Know Where www.icann.org Was?

Deutsche 
Telekom

NTT Cogent EU Cogent US

WV Fiber Coresite www.icann

.org

http://www.icann.org/
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Domain Name System (DNS)

¤ www.icann.org is hosted behind the IP address 192.0.32.7

¤ Humans do not want to have to memorize IP addresses

¤ The Domain Name System (DNS) maps semantic names (easily understood by humans) to these IP addresses

¤ These semantic names are not limited by language or alphabet 

¡ Unicode is translated into machine-readable ASCII strings

¡ Allows Internet users writing in most any language in the world to participate

http://www.icann.org/
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DNS Components at a Glance

Recursive Resolver

Name

Server
Resolver

Stub

Resolver

Authoritative

Name Server

Authoritative

Name Server

Authoritative

Name Server

API call

DNS query

and response
DNS queries

and responsesCach

e
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Our Mobile Device’s Query

¤ User types www.icann.org in the web browser

¤ The web browser requests a lookup of the IP addresses for www.icann.org from the recursive 
resolver at DT

¤ The recursive resolver finds the authoritative resolver that knows the official answer for the 
question “what is the IP address of www.icann.org?”

¤ The authoritative resolver knows the answer (which is 192.0.32.7)

¤ The authoritative resolvers sends the answer to the recursive resolver

¤ The recursive resolver sends the answer to the stub resolver

¤ The stub resolver sends the answer to the mobile device

¤ That kicks off the routing chain, which determines that 192.0.32.7 is hosted at Coresite

http://www.icann.org/
http://www.icann.org/
http://www.icann.org/
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Scaling

¤ Resolvers of all types receive millions of queries per second

¤ DNS queries are small-sized packets (payload is 512 bytes in a 576 byte packet) 

¤ So it’s pretty fast to ask a question and get an answer

¤ But it’s still a measurable speed

¤ Wouldn’t it be better if the resolvers ”remembered” queries, if only for a short period of time?

¤ They do! The fill their cache with recently asked queries, and do not go “up the chain” to re-resolve them. They answer them 
immediately with the information in cache, making for a faster turnaround time.
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One More Quick Example: E-mail
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Email Server

Captures the destination (david.conrad@icann.org)

Performs a lookup of icann.org’s mail server in DNS

DNS returns mail.icann.org which is 192.0.33.71

Name

Server
Resolver

Cach

e

Stub Resolver
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From Your ISP to mail.icann.org

Deutsche 
Telekom

NTT Cogent EU Cogent US

WV Fiber Coresite mail.icann.

org
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The Email Required Routing and DNS

¤ From the machine you typed your email on, to the machine David read your email on, required:

¡ DNS lookups

¡ Routing from your mail server to ICANN’s mail server

If the ISPs along the way optimized their networks for speed …

… and if the DNS servers cached the results for mail.icann.org …

… then you hit “send” and David received the email in his inbox almost instantly
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Let’s Go Back to the Attack

¤ Route hijacking of Amazon Web Services 
DNS server addresses to re-direct DNS 

queries to a nameserver the criminals 
control

¤ DNS servers now give out IP address to a 

fake MyEtherWallet.com website

¤ Users input login credentials into the fake 

site

¤ Attackers steal ~USD21,000,000 of 
cryptocurrency from the real 

MyEtherWallet.com using the harvested 
login credentials
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Two Security Elements Needed to be in Place

¤ RPKI to secure the AWS routing infrastructure

¤ DNSSEC to secure the domain name MyEtherWallet.com
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RPKI

¤ Routing Public Key Infrastructure

¤ A series of certificates and certificate authorities to secure route origin information
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Signing and Validation

¤ Every network around the world that originates route announcements via BGP to peers and upstreams should SIGN their routes 
with an RPKI Route Origin Authorization (ROA) certificate.

¤ ROA is an attestation of a BGP route announcement attesting that the origin network (via its Autonomous System Number) is 

authorized to announce the prefix.

¤ ROAs are only good if parties in the AS_PATH validate them

¤ Networks (and especially transit networks, and especially++ the biggest transit networks in the world) need to inspect routes as
they go through their networks. If the ROA validation fails, they should reject the route and not pass it through their network to 
the destination. 
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Securing AWS’s /24s with RPKI

AWS Internet

205.251.192.0/18
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Securing AWS’s /24s with RPKI

AWS Internet

205.251.192.0/24

205.251.193.0/24

205.251.195.0/24

205.251.197.0/24

205.251.199.0/24

Attacker

205.251.192.0/18
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Securing AWS’s /24s with RPKI

AWS Internet

205.251.192.0/24

205.251.193.0/24

205.251.195.0/24

205.251.197.0/24

205.251.199.0/24

Attacker

205.251.192.0/18
ROA with 

AWS as the origin

+ all more 

specifics
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The Good News

¤ After 8 or 9 years of development, RPKI has the necessary critical mass.

¤ IP address holders around the world are created ROAs for their routes

¡ One study in September 2019 has the equivalent of six IPv4 /8 blocks now protected

¤ And now 600+ networks validate route origins (up from ~50 ASNs in December 2018), including some of the biggest transit 
providers in the world.  

¤ Oh, and … AWS has now signed their routes, too!
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The Second Element: DNSSEC

¤ The attack also succeeded in part because the MyEtherWallet.com domain was not DNSSEC-signed.
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What DNSSEC Does

¤ DNSSEC uses public-key cryptography and digital signatures to provide:

¡ Data origin authentication

• “Did this response really come from the example.com zone?”

¡ Data integrity

• “Did an attacker (e.g., a man in the middle) modify the data in this response since the data was originally signed?”

¤ DNSSEC offers protection against spoofing of DNS data
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Some Cryptography Basics

¤ With public key cryptographic algorithms, keys come in pairs: a public key and a private key

¡ Data encrypted with the public key can be decrypted with the private key

¡ Data signed with the private key and be verified with the public key

¡ Example public key algorithms:

• Oldest and most widely used is RSA

• Newer algorithms based on elliptic curve cryptography (ECC)

¤ A cryptographic hash algorithm produces a fixed-size output called a hash or digest for any size input

¡ No two inputs produce the same output

¡ The hash is therefore similar to a “fingerprint” of the document

¡ Example cryptographic hash algorithms: SHA-256, SHA-1 (older), MD5 (even older)
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DNSSEC Validation

¤ DNSSEC validation is the process of checking the signatures on DNSSEC data

¤ Most validation today occurs in recursive resolvers
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MyEtherWallet.com

¤ Users sitting behind validating resolvers would have been protected from going to the wrong MyEtherWallet.com, as the validator 
would have rejected the malicious DNS data as invalid
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The Bad News

¤ Only 20-25% of DNS responses are validated

¤ Too many resolvers do not validate DNS answers 

¤ . . . And not enough domains are signed

¤ ICANN (my organization) has a mandate in our strategic plan for 2021-2025 to significantly increase DNSSEC adoption, 

including convincing DNS resolver vendors to ship their software with DNSSEC validation turned-on by default
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Some Other DNS Threats
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DNSpionage & Sea Turtle

“Military cyber-offense prepositioning” – gathering the intelligence needed to launch military cyber attacks

¤ Apparently targeting ~40 organizations in 13 countries in North Africa and the Middle East

¤ Apparently targeting:

¡ National security organizations

¡ Ministries of foreign affairs

¡ Energy companies
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Cisco Talos’s View of Sea Turtle
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Methodologies

¤ 10-minute attacks to avoid detection

¤ Compromised EPP credentials

¤ Re-write authoritative NS

¤ Obtain easy-to-get certs from Let’s Encrypt or Comodo

¤ Keep harvesting data to build credentials repository

¤ Re-write IMAP info

¤ Capture email credentials

¤ Capture email, calendaring, vcards
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Improvements

¤ RPKI

¤ Consider making IMAP accessible only from within a trusted LAN

¤ Registry Lock

¤ DNSSEC as a path to DANE
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The Domain Name as a Tool for Mis-use

Domains compromised or hijacked by criminals or state-sponsored actors for:

¡ Host criminal DNS infrastructure

¡ Domain, NS, or MX Hijacking

¡ Hacktivism (e.g., defacement)

¡ Tunneling (covert communications)

¡ Attack obfuscation

¡ Changing default resolvers

¡ Cache poisoning 

¡ Man-in-the-middle attacks
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Is a Domain Malicious?

Not always easy to tell, but there are some reliable indicators:

¡ Suspicious values in DNS Zone data (e.g., TTL)

¡ Spoofing or confusing use of a brand

¡ Known DGA or malware control point

¡ Hosted on suspicious (notorious) name servers 

¡ High frequency/volume of name errors

¡ Suspicious (notorious) hosting location

¡ Suspicious (notorious) service operator

¡ Base site content is non-existent or bad

¡ Linked content is suspicious or bad

¡ Suspicious mail headers, sender, or content
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On the Other Hand . . .

Criminals like to obfuscate:

¡ Redirection: hacked sites use URL shorteners

¡ Recursion: shortened URLs are shortened again 

¡ One-time use URLs

¡ Country- or script-specific content; non-visible content

¡ Criminals use ACLs to prevent investigators from seeing sites

¡ Criminal behaviors can emulate legitimate behavior

• EXAMPLE: Fast flux versus adaptive networking (e.g., CDNs)
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Distributed Reflection and Amplification

¤ Launch reflection and 
amplification attack from 1000s 

of origins

¤ Reflect through open recursor

¤ Deliver 1000s of large 

responses to target

Attackers Open Recursor

LARGE 

DNS 

Response

All sources spoof source 

IP of target: 10.0.0.1

Targeted host 

IP: 10.0.0.1

DNS 

Query

DNS 

Query

DNS 

Query

LARGE 

DNS 

Response

LARGE 

DNS 

Response
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Resource Depletion

¤ Attacker sends flood of DNS 

messages over TCP from 
spoofed IP address of target

¤ Name server allocates 

resources for TCP 
connections until resources 
are exhausted

¤ Name resolution is degraded 
or interrupted

Attacker
Open recursor

TCP 

SYN

TCP 

SYN

TCP SYN/ACK

TCP SYN/ACK

TCP SYN/ACK

Spoof source IP 

of target: 10.0.0.1

Target Host 

IP: 10.0.0.1

TCP 

SYN
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Cache Poisoning

¤ A user falls victim to spam / phishing and sends the browser to a malicious site:

¡ http://LoseWeightFast.biz

¤ The name server responds to the request for LoseWeightFast.biz with malicious DNS data for a legitimate website (e.g. 
Amazon.com)

¤ This malicious data is cached in the user’s resolver(s)

¤ For the lifetime of the cache, anytime the user attempts to go to Amazon.com, they wind up at a very bad site they don’t want to 
be at. And bad things happen . . .
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Secretly Changing a User’s Resolver

¤ A user is configured to use the service provider’s recursive DNS resolvers. Or perhaps the user manually configures the device 
to use Google’s public DNS at 8.8.8.8

¤ Malware (e.g. DNSChanger) attacks the device and quietly re-writes the recursive resolver choice to be a resolver under the 

attacker’s control

¤ Attacker re-directs all DNS queries to really bad sites where bad things happen. 
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DNS as a Covert Exfiltration Channel

• DNS messages 

manipulated to forward 

sensitive data from 

infected PC through 

firewall to botnet command 

and control (C&C)

• Proof of concept: exfiltrate 

results of SQL injection 

attacks

botnet

C&C

Infected PC sends 

sensitive data to 
C&C over port 

53/DNS 

Infected PC

‘bot’ Firewall allows 

outbound Port 
53/DNS
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DNS as a Covert Malware Channel

• Malware on infected PC 

performs TXT lookups to 

botnet C&C

• TXT responses contain 

instructions for bot

• Examples in wild:

– Feederbot

– Morto

botnet

C&C

botnet C&C 
encodes 

instructions in DNS 
TXT responses

Infected PC

‘bot’

Firewall allows 

inbound responses 
via port 53/DNS
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Threats to DNS Evolve and Get More Complex

¤ More and better botnets 

¡ DDoS as a Service

¡ Fast-flux, double-flux redux

¡ Spam as a cloud service

¤ Internet of (Vulnerable) Things 

¡ Botnet recruitment to next level

¡ Example: Mirai malware capable of TCP and UDP volumetric attacks
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And then … the IDNs (courtesy of Farsight Security)
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IDNs
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Semiotics
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Attacks using Homographs
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Attacks using Homographs
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Attacks using Homographs
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Emojis in Domain Names

Emojis can be too visually similar to distinguish especially 

when displayed in smaller fonts or by different applications

Fun, but may be dangerous
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Emojis are not Displayed Uniformly Across Platforms

Emojis are not displayed uniformly across all platforms because there is 

currently no standard specifying how they should look.
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Emojis are not Displayed Uniformly Across Platforms

Emojis are not displayed uniformly across all platforms because there is 

currently no standard specifying how they should look.
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Emojis are not Displayed Uniformly Across Platforms

Emojis are not displayed uniformly across all platforms because there is 

currently no standard specifying how they should look.
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Emojis are not Displayed Uniformly Across Platforms

Some emoji allow users to apply one of five skin tone modifiers. These 

can make emojis difficult to distinguish and are subject to interpretation.
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IDNA 2008

¤ The IETF specification for IDNA 2008 prohibits all characters not intentionally allowed

¤ Emojis and other symbols are prohibited by the specification

¤ gTLDs are required by contract to follow the IDNA 2008 specification

¤ ccTLDs do not have those contracts with ICANN

¤ SSAC 095: “SSAC Advisory on the use of Emojis in Domain Names”

¡ Advises ccTLDs to follow the IDNA 2008 specification because not doing so creates significant security problems
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Time for Some Hard Truth

This is never going to stop

¤ Attackers are motivated to find new vulnerabilities

¤ Attackers can be creative and sometimes sophisticated

¤ Attackers are almost always ahead of ”the good guys”

¤ Something new is just around the corner .  . .
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ICANN Recommendations on Mitigating 

Cybersecurity Threats
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Recommendations

ICANN strongly recommends a set of cybersecurity measures all networks should implement to harden the local DNS 
infrastructure against attacks.

Steps include implementing strong cybersecurity practices for:

¡ Authorization

¡ Authentication

¡ Encryption

¡ Patching

¡ E-mail Security
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DNSSEC

One of the most important recommendations is to implement DNSSEC:

¤ SIGN all DNS data you own

¤ VALIDATE all DNS data passing through your DNS resolvers
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Zone Integrity

It is important to periodically audit the authoritative DNS data you are publishing

¤ Compare your source database vs. the actual zone file being published -- is the zone file compromised?

¤ Review and validate entries in any available log files of changes made
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Authorization

¤ Conduct a thorough review of who has administrator access (”root”) to both DNS and network infrastructure elements 

¤ Audit the controls over granting root access to all systems that contribute to building your authoritative zone files

¤ Periodically review log files for unauthorized access to systems
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Authentication

¤ Practice good hygiene on password management:

¡ Enforce sufficient password complexity, especially length of password

¡ Ensure that passwords are not shared with other users

¡ Ensure that passwords are never stored or transmitted in clear text

¡ Enforce regular and periodic password changes

¡ Enforce a password lockout policy

¡ Implement multi-factor authentication to all systems (especially for administrator access)
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Patching

¤ The most obvious software exploits are those that have already been fixed!

¤ Ensure all system security patches have been reviewed and have been applied
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E-mail Security

¤ E-mail is still a significant and vulnerable system that bad actors use to infiltrate networks

¤ Ensure your email domain has a DMARC policy with SPF and/or DKIM and that you enforce such policies provided by other 
domains on your email system

¡ SPF (Sender Policy Framework): Which IP addresses can send mail for $domain

¡ DKIM (Domain Keys Identified Mail):  Verify if mail is really from $domain

¡ DMARC (Domain-based Message Authentication Reporting and Conformance): What to do if SPF or DKIM authentication 

fails
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Secure Your Routing Infrastructure with RPKI

¤ SIGN all your routes with a ROA

¤ VALIDATE route origins for incoming traffic
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DNS of Tomorrow
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DNS Resolution’s Traditional Model

Recursive resolvers are typically run by the service provider:

¡ The ISP

¡ The University

¡ The Company

Increasingly, recursive resolvers are operated by public DNS providers:

¡ Google: 8.8.8.8

¡ Cloudflare: 1.1.1.1

¡ TWNIC: 101.101.101.101

¡ … and many, many others
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But This Resolution Model has Security Concerns

“The DNS is one of the most significant leaks of data about an individual’s activity on the Internet.” – Sara Dickinson, Sinodun

¤ DNS queries are sent in cleartext (UDP or TCP) which means anyone doing passive monitoring of our DNS learns everything we 
are asking

¤ Queries contain the domain names being asked about, but also contain metadata about domains for things like the chat services 
we are using and the domains of our email contacts

¤ Some VPNs don't include the resolvers the user might have chosen, and in that case the DNS traffic will be exposed in 

unencrypted channels

¤ DNS responses from the recursive to the stub are the most vulnerable to being censored or re-written
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One Solution is to Encrypt

¤ Encryption provides assurances:

¡ Queries cannot be surveilled

¡ Eliminates man-in-the-middle attacks

¤ In 2018, the IETF standardized two encryption technologies for DNS:

¡ DNS-over-TLS (DoT)

¡ DNS-over-HTTP (DoH)
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DNS-over-TLS (DoT)

¤ DoT (RFC 7858) takes advantage of Transport Layer Security (TLS) to encrypt DNS traffic between the stub resolver and the 
recursive resolver, giving users authentication and confidentiality for their DNS queries

¤ Runs on TCP/853 instead on UDP/53 (making it easy to discover and filter)

¤ Useable by any application taking advantage of TLS

¡ Email

¡ Mobile apps
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DNS-over-HTTPS (DoH)

Protocol Goals (RFC 8484)

¤ Who do you trust?

¡ “I trust my bank to give them my money.”

¡ “I trust my bank enough to do online banking with them.”

¡ “Maybe my bank is the most trusted vendor I should use for recursive resolver service.”

¤ The user decides who she trusts the most with her DNS traffic, and she configures the DoH application to use a trusted DoH
resolver

¤ Runs on TCP/443 and is co-mingled with web traffic in a single HTTPS connection, making it much harder to discover and filter
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Recursive-to-Authoritative

Another option, which is perhaps a lot cleaner, is to encrypt data between the recursive resolver and each authoritative 

resolver

¤ QNAME Minimization (RFC7816) is a fairly effective technology aimed at increasing the privacy of user data in the DNS

¡ Instead of asking the complete query to each name server, the resolver only asks the relevant constituent part

• .com to the root

• Example.com to the .com authoritative

• www.example.com to the example.com authoritative

http://www.example.com/
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Meanwhile, Centrality of Resolvers is an Ongoing Concern

APNIC recently conducted some measurements into resolver centrality 

¤ They asked: “How many recursive resolver operators does it take to cover 50% of Internet users?”

¤ Their answer was: “About 8 or 9”

¤ Google Public DNS (8.8.8.8) answered about 33% of the queries

¤ Other big global resolvers included China Unicom, China Mobile, DNSpai, Comcast, and OpenDNS (Cisco Umbrella)
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Centrality at ORG

The CTO of PIR recently publicly stated:

“Two dozen resolver systems are responsible for some 80% of all traffic seen at ORG servers, today. Somewhere between 
15 and 20% of all end-user systems use Google Public DNS for resolution.”
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The Centrality Dilemma

¤ The popularity of public DNS can be a good thing for a lot of network operators.  But we have to 
keep in mind that centrality of recursive resolvers could mean that a relatively small number of 

organizations could make decisions that affect a lot of people.

¡ e.g., supporting or not supporting a particular DNS protocol enhancement or a feature

• DNSSEC might be a good example: Google DNS is responsible for a huge amount of 

DNSSEC validation happening. 

¤ ”Over-centralized” recursive service prompts numerous concerns about the content being 

resolved:

¡ What if a central resolver operator decides to do content filtering?

• A nation-state with authority over a central resolver operator might exert control

• Twitter, Facebook, and other mass media have tried in the past to implement 

automated content filtering.  Arguably, that hasn’t worked so well.  Now think about 
doing that at the DNS level, and you’re affecting a lot of people!

¡ Or what if an operator decides to augment the namespace by adding their own TLD?
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Centrality and Privacy

¤ If data privacy is the goal of efforts to encrypt DNS traffic, then perhaps we should be worried that a large percentage of query 
traffic is resolved by the most popular recursive resolver providers 

¤ Some of the most popular public DNS resolvers are homed in countries where there are either weak data privacy laws, or there 

are laws that allow the home government to demand query data from the providers

¡ EU recognizes this concern as problematic for EU citizens; especially since so many popular resolvers are in the US and 
China.

¡ In June 2021, the EU Parliament adopted a resolution on the EU Cybersecurity Strategy which, in parts, establishes an idea 

called DNS4EU: a resolver run in the EU under EU law for EU citizens, the point of which is to reinforce data privacy.

• But details matter, and we’ll see how the is actually developed and implemented . . .
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And Finally, there’s IoT
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IoT: Opportunities and Risks

¤ As we saw in the earlier DNS Threats sections, the DNS is vulnerable to lots of different threat vectors

¤ If we scale the Internet bigger by adding 50 billion IoT devices, the threat surface area for both DNS and for the wider Internet is 
exponentially increased

¤ IoT represents significant risk to the security, stability, and resiliency of the Internet if we make the same mistakes we made 
pre-IoT
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IoT: It’s Different

¤ IoT is generally thought of as different than today’s Internet landscape

¤ Today’s Internet is mostly architected to allow humans to interact with content and services (e.g., through web browsers)

¤ These interactions happen on a mostly homogeneous set of devices (laptops, mobile phones, etc.)

¤ IoT is likely to be more passive, behind-the-scenes devices (e.g. sensor networks) that are invisible to users

¤ The IoT networks are likely to be built on a very heterogeneous set of devices with different and custom CPU architectures, 
hardware, and O/Ses.
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DNS Can Help IoT

DNS can be very useful to IoT security:

¤ Encryption: DoT & DoH & . . .

¤ Use DNSSEC to validate responses, but more importantly, to detect and invalidate malicious redirects of IoT devices

¤ Use DANE to validate TLS certificates IoT devices receive (e.g. when they connect to a remote service via HTTPS)
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But IoT Might Present a Risk to DNS

IoT’s scale is a serious threat to the stability of the DNS:

¤ Too many devices making simultaneous DNS queries, such as after a regional power outage

¤ Increased size and complexity of IoT botnets targeting the DNS (e.g. Mirai at IoT scale)

¤ Increase DDoS amplification through open DNS resolvers

¡ ICANN measures about 3.8mm open resolvers right now

¡ So if Mirai had several hundred thousand bots directing DDoS attacks via open recursors, what would it look like if there 

were several billion bots?
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What is Needed: IoT & DNS

¤ Training for IoT manufacturers and software engineers to ensure they know how to use the DNS responsibly

¤ Training for DNS professionals to ensure they know how to properly configure resolvers

¤ Develop a shared system that enables different DNS operators to automatically and continually share information on IoT botnets, 

allowing for faster responses during crises

¤ Develop systems enabling DNS operators to share DDoS handling capacity to stop attacks earlier

¤ We need to figure out how to measure how the IoT uses the DNS to better understand how IoT risks evolve
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